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Third Grade Reading Street 
   Unit 5.1:  Sukiôs Kimono                                                      Genre:  Realistic Fiction 
Vocabulary Words: 

1. cotton ï cloth made from soft, white fibers that grow in branches  on 
the cotton plant 

2. festival ï a program of entertainment often held annually 
3. graceful ï beautiful in form or movement 
4. handkerchief- a soft, usually square piece of cloth used for wiping your 

nose, face, or hands 
5. paces- steps 
6. pale ï not bright; dim 
7. rhythm ï the natural strong beat that some music or poetry has 
8. snug ï fitting your body closely 

Spelling Words: 
1. create 
2.  medium 
3.  piano 
4.  idea 
5.  radio 
6.  video 
7.  studio 
8.  violin 
9.  duo 
10.  patio 
11.  rodeo 
12.  pioneer 
13.  trio 
14.  stadium 
15.  audio 
16.  audience 
17.  radiate 
18.  cereal 
19.  Creole 
20.  recreation 

More Words to Know: 
1. approve ï to think well of something;  to favor something 
2. ignored ï paid no attention to 
3. familiar ï well-known 
4. straightening ï to make straight; to uncurl 
5. murmur ï a soft, steady sound that rises and falls a little and goes on 

without breaks 
6. shreds ï very little bits; scraps 

Phonics: 
V/V  & VCCCV Syllable Patterns 
 
Spelling: 
Syllable patterns CVVC, CVV 

Strategies; 
Context Clues, 
Compare/Contrast, Predict 
Social Studies Content: 
Cultures, clothing, festivals 

Grammar;  
Adjectives and articles 
 
Writing Trait of the Week: 
Focus/Ideas, Editorial 
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Third Grade Reading Street 
Unit 5.2:  How My Family Lives in America                           Genre:  Nonfiction 

Vocabulary Words: 
1.  admire ï to look at with wonder, pleasure, and approval 
2.  custom ï an old or popular way of doing things 
3.  famous- very well known; noted 
4.  mention- to tell or speak about something 
5.  overnight ï during the night 
6.  popular ï liked by most people 
7.  public ï of or for everyone; belonging to the people 
8.  twist ï a braid formed by weaving together three or more strands of hair, 
ribbon, or yarn 

Spelling Words: 
1. to 
2.  too 
3.  two 
4.  week 
5.  weak 
6.  our 
7.  hour 
8.  stair 
9.  stare 
10. flour 
11. flower 
12. write 
13. right 
14. new 
15. knew 
16. their 
17. there 
18. theyôre 
19. weather 
20. whether 

More Words to Know: 
1.  heritage ïthe culture and customs you get from history and family who 
lived before you 
2.  patient ï being able to wait calmly without getting anxious or upset 
3.  traditions ï things that you and your family do as part of your culture and 
customs 
4.  accent ï a different manner of pronunciation heard in different parts of 
the same country, or in the speech of someone speaking a language not his 
or her own 
5.  accept ï to take what is offered or given to you 
6.  characters ï letters, numbers, marks, or signs 
Phonics: 
Homophones, 
Syllable Pattern V/V 
Spelling: 
Homophones 

Strategies; 
Context Clues, Fact and 
Opinion, Text Structure 
Social Studies Content: 
Cultures, economics, family life 

Grammar;  
Adjectives That Compare 
Writing Trait of the Week: 
Sentences, Write Your Opinion  
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Third Grade Reading Street 
Unit 5.3:  Good-Bye 382 Shin Dang Dong                         Genre:  Realistic Fiction 

Vocabulary Words: 
1.  airport ï an area used regularly by aircraft to land and take off 
2.  curious ï strange; odd; unusual 
3.  delicious ï very pleasing 
4.  described ï told in words how someone looks, feels, or acts; to record 
the most important things about a place, a thing, or an event 
5.  farewell ï parting; last 
6.  homesick ï very sad because you are far away from home 
7.  memories ï persons, things, or events that you can remember 
8.  raindrops ï the water that falls in drops from the clouds 
 

Spelling Words: 
1.  small 
2.  almost 
3.  always 
4.  because 
5.  straw 
6.  drawn 
7.  also 
8.  author 
9.  false 
10. already 
11. flaw 
12. sausage 
13. applause 
14. walnut 
15. lawn 
16. awesome 
17. altogether 
18. awning 
19. faucet 
20. laundry 

More Words to Know: 
1.  enthusiastic ï feeling excited and positive about something 
2.  glum ï sad  
3.  possessions ï things that you own, that belong to you 
4.  applications ï requests for something 
5.  birth certificates ï documents that contain information about a personôs 
date and place of birth  
6.  sponsors ï people that endorse, support, or are responsible for a person 
or thing 

Phonics: 
Vowel Sound in ball, 
Homophones 
Spelling: 
Vowel Sound in ball 

Strategies; 
Word Structure, Sequence, Monitor 
& Fix-Up 
Social Studies Content: 
Cultures, family life, location skills 

Grammar;  
Adverbs 
Writing Trait of the Week: 
Word Choice, Travel  Ad  
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Third Grade Reading Street 
Unit 5.4: Jalapeno Bagels                         Genre:  Realistic Fiction 

Vocabulary Words: 
1.  bakery ï a place where bread, pies, cakes, and pastries are made or sold 
2.  batch ï a quantity of something made at the same time 
3.  boils-causes liquid to bubble and give off steam by heating it 
4.  braided ï woven or twined together 
5.  dough  - a soft, thick mixture of flour, liquid, and other things from which 
bread, biscuits, cake, and pie crusts are made 
6.  ingredients ï the parts of a mixture 
7.  knead ï to press or mix together dough or clay into a soft mass 
8.  mixture ï a mixed condition 
 

Spelling Words: 
1.  thought 
2.  fought 
3.  bought 
4.  taught 
5.  caught 
6.  walk 
7.  cough 
8.  talk 
9.  daughter 
10. ought 
11. sought 
12. brought 
13. trough 
14. chalk 
15. stalk 
16. sidewalk 
17. distraught 
18. afterthought 
19. overwrought 
20. beanstalk 

More Words to Know: 
1.  especially  - in particular 
2.  international ï having to do with nations all over the world 
3.  grated ï ground off in small pieces 
4.  tofu  - food somewhat like cheese made from the curds of the milk of 
ground soybeans 
5.  wok ï a metal cooking bowl used for stir-frying 

Phonics: 
Vowel Sound in ball 
Spelling: 
More Vowel Sound in ball 

Strategies; 
Context Cues, Draw Conclusions, 
Summarize 
Social Studies Content: 
Cultures, food 

Grammar;  
Adverbs That Compare 
Writing Trait of the Week: 
Focus/Ideas, Answer a 
Question 
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Third Grade Reading Street 
Unit 5.5:  Me and Uncle Romie                         Genre:  Realistic Fiction 

Vocabulary Words: 
1.  cardboard ïa stiff material made out of layers  of paper pulp pressed 
together, used to make cards, posters, boxes, and so on 
2.  feast ï a big meal for a special occasion shared by a number of people 
3.  fierce- wild and frightening 
4.  flights ï sets of stairs from one landing or one story of a building to the 
next 
5.  pitcher ï a baseball player  who throws the ball to the catcher 
6.  ruined ï destroyed or spoiled something completely 
7.  stoops  - porches or platforms at the entrance to a house 
8.  treasure ï any person or thing that is loved or valued a great deal 
 

Spelling Words: 
1.  rocky 
2.  foolish 
3.  rainy 
4.  childhood 
5.  selfish 
6.  treatment 
7.  movement 
8.  neighborhood 
9.  childish 
10. parenthood 
11. crunchy 
12. bumpy 
13. payment 
14. sleepy 
15. shipment 
16. assignment 
17. livelihood 
18. stylish 
19. environment 
20. guilty 

More Words to Know: 
1.  conductor ï a person who collects fares or tickets on a train or other 
public transportation 
2.  conversation ï discussions or talks between two or more people 
3.  platform ï a raised floor at a train station from which you can enter or 
leave a train 
4.  constellations ï groups of stars that form patterns 
5.  counselors ï instructors or leaders in summer camp 
6.  vendor ï person who sells something or provides a kind of service 
Phonics: 
Suffixes: -y, -ish, -hood,  -ment, 
Vowel sound in ball 
Spelling: 
Suffixes: -y, -ish, -hood,  -ment 

Strategies; Context Clues, 
Authorôs Purpose, Prior Knowledge 
Social Studies Content: 
Communities, cultures, housing, 
entertainment 

Grammar;  
Conjunctions 
Writing Trait of the Week: 
Conventions, Story Review 
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